My small one-man business had taken on a task that involved delivering two
complete aquaponic cultivation solutions. They were to be delivered only 14 days
later, and then they were to be delivered as an assembly kit and with a detailed
manual that can be understood by primary school students. Immediately I asked far
and wide for someone who could help me with the technically heavy manual and was
referred to Mads.
Mads called me and asked the right questions. He quickly understood where I
wanted to go and the audience for who the manual was to be made. For those who do
not know aquaponics, it is a solution for vegetable production, where you circulate
water from fish, around in a complex system, of i.a. filter tanks, hoses, and plastic
pipes. Remains from the fish are used as fertilizer for the plants - just like manure in
a field.
Although the complexity is high, it seemed that Mads had an easy time getting to
know how the mechanics work in the system. It was despite my limited abilities and
time to get some good photos and videos of the various components taken. Due to my
lack of time, and the distance between us, Mads did not have the opportunity to see at
all what it was I was building. He, therefore, has alone from them
pictures, I heritage, and via guiding and ongoing adjustments still managed to prepare
some nice and precise drawings for the manual.
I’ve wanted a lot for corrections along the way, and it’s been so cool that Mads has
just taken it, with a stiff arm. His calm appearance has been super important to our
collaboration, and for my own peace of mind. When you yourself are struggling with a
tight schedule, and have a hard time figuring it out, it’s really cool that you can leave
such a heavy task to Mads.
The manual was almost 20 pages longer than expected. I know he’s been sitting and
chewed his way through the work of the hour by hour in both the early and late hours
of the day.
We reached the finish line on time, the customer is satisfied and I am really happy.
I would always recommend collaborating with Mads if you need to make a razor-sharp
manual or other graphic work.
Best wishes
Magnus Sønderby
Akvaponisk Have(+45)22249303
Akvaponiskhave.dk

